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!e urban construct and its surrounding landscape in which local energy runs its cycle 
from capture (typically through agriculture) through consumption (heat and food) and 
waste (compost and carbon dioxide) form an intimate bond in a cycle that is contained 
in time and space. !e agricultural settlement or medieval city remain the romantic 
paradigms of this form of urbanization to which many subsequent movements refer.  
In material terms, these cities construct a chthonic relationship between the earth and 
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building in the transformation of locally available material into ordered constructs.  
!e city and its surrounding landscape are inextricably linked by the centripetal "ow of 
food, fuel, materials and wealth.  Territorial boundaries are linked by the limits of the 
usable "ows and limitations of terrain that de#nes arable land, watersheds, woodlots 
and defensible space. 
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In the hierarchical organization of !ows based on imperial or colonial extension, the 
displacement of energy and concentration of wealth across great distances are achieved 
through the subjugation of external territories and cultures. As the energy-bearing 
products concentrate in a singular place, the classical city (the word classical at its root 
meaning a hierarchical ordering) reiterates the dimension of its reordering of energy 
!ows through its spatial and formal representational schemes.  It is the product of the 
work of bodies, energy extracted from the earth by hands, transported by water and 
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wind, transforming the classical elements – earth, air, water and !re – into the wealth of 
emperors, kings, the state, and other concentrations of wealth and power.  In  addition 
to (at times) literally constructing itself of the material of its dominion, the primary 
task of this architecture is representational.  "us Alberti begins his treatise with the 
separation of material and design consideration, as the representational program, 
like the dimensions of its redirected #ows, may no longer be limited by the material 
accidents of geology or terrain.
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Based on a model of nature as a Newtonian machine or Cartesian !eld, rational in 
its order and constant in time, this is the city conceived as a machine.  It behaves like 
a clock in relation to cyclical astronomical and mechanical forces, the landscape of 
mills, gears and wheels, where the understanding of physical laws transforms potential 
energy into kinetic energy.  Movement is freed from the dimension of the body – 
the world is mapped as a !eld rather than a collection of hierarchical !gures.  "e 
territorial relationships are not necessarily centralized; wealth is gathered like rack 
at the chokepoints, the places of exchange between one mode of transportation and 
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another.  Wealth is therefore transient within the ranks of traders rather than being 
accumulated within bloodlines.  In gridded cities, buildings measuring the regularized 
property boundaries front the routes of trade and exchange.  !e resultant street is 
the manifestation of the public realm as information follows the "ows of energy 
across these measured landscapes.  !e buildings that give it form are conceived as the 
material of a spatial matrix rather than free-standing #gures, a continuous fabric of 
pragmatic, mechanical reproduction, housing the inhabitants in units, organizing work 
to feed the productivity of the machine.
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!e city broaches its temporal limitations as the energy of eons contained within 
hydrocarbons extends the cultural tentacles through space and time  !e energy 
thus extracted from the earth and released into the atmosphere is su"cient to begin 
the liberation from mechanical cyclical processes and the orrery of solar time.  !e 
infrastructure of modernity that frees the city and buildings from the limiting dynamic 
vagaries of climate and site originates from this exosomatic surplus of transmillenial 
stores of energy in coal, oil and ultimately the atomic bonds of uranium.  !e city 
becomes animate, burning with a warm core, but rendered monstrous by the choking 
by-products of its productive capacity.  !e global infrastructure that extracts and 
transports the concentrated #ows has become a substitute for nature, the organs of 
the monster on which its life depends.  Global relationships trump the local as this 
infrastructural network of #ows across vast dimensions of space and time replace the 
sun’s continuous energy input.  
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If the mechanical city is the timeless product of Newton’s !rst law of thermodynamics 
– that energy is conserved as it translates across its various forms – then this is the city 
of the second law: the consumption of energy gives time a direction –from embodied 
energy to waste with inexorable obedience to the forces of entropy.  "e city is 
formed in relation to sources of heat:  the industrial hearths that fuel its economy and 
infrastructure.  Its materials are those that have been transformed chemically through 
the application of heat – steel, glass and reinforced concrete – or those that escape the 
limitations of space through the new economy of combustion-driven transportation.  
Its buildings, now powered from within, are freed in plan from the proximity 
to daylight, freed in section from thermal obligations.  "e city of production, 
transparency and horizontal space extends itself globally as a universal paradigm across 
a landscape metered by the logic of industrial production – categorized and striated 
according to discrete functional #ows.   
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In the conception of an energy !ow as an intensi"ed ecology, in which a complex 
network of energy !ows form a robust, interactive "eld, a di#erent model has emerged 
to counter the linear directionality of thermodynamic extraction and combustion.  
Each member of the community is both producer and consumer of multiple forms 
of energy liberated by new technologies – electromagnetic (photovoltaic materials), 
thermal (radiant solar collectors and geothermal systems) and kinetic (turbines for 
harnessing the wind and the tides)– and fundamental design relationships, translating 
localized and dispersed energy sources into usable resources through a multidirectional 
web.  In this model, the !ow of energy shifts from a directional stream into a "eld of 
intense, dynamic lateral connections.  In the highly productive ecosystem, enriched 
by the intersection of diverse sources of energy and materials, architecture performs 
its catalytic role in the structuring of communities.  $e spatial dimension of physical 
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human interaction echoes the matrix of site relationships and becomes the critical 
counterpoint to virtual space of the web.

From the choice of materials to the relationship with the institutions that it houses 
and represents, the architecture, the city and its inhabitants !ourish in their adaptive 
capacity, incorporating and embedding historical knowledge and new behavior in their 
cultural, if not biological, genetic structure. Creative intelligence is the paramount skill 
required for success, as the system is driven by the constant reinvention of its organizing 
logic, the emergent system behaviors triggering new opportunities for invention and 
adaptation. Site relationships sustain the dynamic interactions between constructed 
and inherited contexts, while global connectivity is essential to the ongoing renewal of 
intellectual capital, transformative materials and a diversi"ed energy supply. 
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